
God Granted Us The Ability to Choose.

Years have been spent in the presence of young people carving their trail to define

themselves.  Time spent has found me working with youth in the classroom, at church

and again in the classroom.  Over the years one observes many parallels that are

unchanged over the years concerning the development of a youth passing into adult hood.

As we walk with young adults our tendencies may be to circumvent apparent disaster by

providing one with knowledge and wisdom we have learned from our mistakes.

We had parents who shared pitfalls with us but at times we chose a path that was not of

God.  We choose the road known as rebellion.

In pondering how to walk along side the path of others, one must ask what role do

we provide to make the journey less cumbersome without alienating the navigator?  It is

human nature to define our selves.  We want and need the opportunity to observe, process

and choose our direction.    We want and need the opportunity to choose who we want to

provide counsel. The answer comes from God who understands our wants, needs and

plan he has for each individual.  When walking with others on their path there is work for

each of us to do in order to support the navigator.  The navigator requires that we have

their best interest at heart.  The navigator requires that we are not judgmental of decisions

and outcomes.  The navigator requires that we who walk beside them are there as a

sounding board and not the decision maker.  The navigator requires that when his ship

has taken a course that is in inclimate weather, we be at his call to correct his direction.

The captain of any ship has the final say in plotting the course of his ship.  The

captain has the responsibility to choose.  The wise captain develops relationships with

knowledgeable first mates that become sounding boards for the safety and direction of

the ship.  We who walk along with others must provide, empathy, trust, and time to aid

our fellow Christians as they navigate the terrain of their life.


